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The cash squeeze on Australian families has prompted more
people to look to second jobs to claw back the cash they are
paying in higher mortgage repayments.
The current high number of job vacancies – 470,900 according
to the Australian Bureau of Statistics – is giving borrowers an
opportunity to save by working a casual job in addition to their
existing full or part time roles.
Many have snagged Christmas casual jobs in the past month,
while others have taken on permanent jobs.
https://thenewdaily.com.au/ﬁnance/work/2022/11/14/rate-rises-second-job/
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crying out for staff, said Paul Zahra, chief executive of the
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Australian Retailers Association.
“We’ve got over 46,000 job vacancies in the retail trade at the
moment, it’s an increase of 14 per cent in the three months to
August,” he said.
“Anyone wanting and willing to work at the moment is getting
work because there’s so many vacancies available. Pretty much
at the moment you can pick your hours because there’s so
much work available.”

Paul Zahra, CEO of The
Australian Retailers
Assocation.

Zahra’s advice for those seeking a casual retail job is to choose
a shop they buy from regularly. He said the advantages were
two-fold.
“It’s very simple – choose a brand you love and shop at, and
then it doesn’t feel like work,” he said.
“Obviously all retailers offer generous discounts to their staff,
so it’s a bit of a double whammy. You want it to be local so
you’re not travelling too far.
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“By doing that you get to do something you enjoy doing.”
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“Where lenders will have concern is around the second job in
addition to a full-time role Subscribe
because of the chance of burnout
and everything collapsing is much higher,” he said.
Extra income is a great way to save. However, borrowers who
want to use it as leverage for a loan need to show lenders proof
they have been in the role for six months or more, said FosterRamsay.

Chris Foster-Ramsay,
nance broker.

“With a secondary income, they want to see that it’s not just a
short spurt, they want to see that it’s sustainable if they are
going to take it into consideration for working out borrowing
capacity,” he said.
Interest rates are at a nine-year high of 2.85 per cent and the
Reserve Bank of Australia has agged further raises in 2023.
Australians will be looking for innovative ways to save. FosterRamsay advises starting with a budget review.
“The rst thing to go will be the discretionary items like dining
out, coffee, holidays and more often than not, cuts to multiple
TV subscriptions,” he said.
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Residents of Forbes, NSW, have been ordered to evacuate with
the river level rising faster than expected as record volumes of
water spill from one of the state’s biggest dams.
Just over a week after experiencing record ooding, the town
was given a 7am Tuesday deadline to get out of the path of
more damaging ows – expected to exceed the major ood
level on Tuesday morning.
As the state’s weather disaster passed 62 days, towns in the
central west are bracing for another round of inundation and
the SES has called in overseas support for the rst time.
It comes as the Wyangala dam, which is more than twice the
volume of Sydney Harbour, is releasing a record amount of
water destined for towns like Forbes and Condobolin on the
Lachlan River.
Renewed inundation is expected to begin in Forbes on Tuesday
and the BOM said water levels would peak around 10.8 metres
on Wednesday — similar to the level reached in the June 1952
ood.
Forecasters warned of signi cant ooding in Bathurst, with
fears record ood levels of more than seven metres would see
ood levees breached.
People in the southern border town of South Albury and those
at Western Plains Tourist Park in the central west have also
been ordered to evacuate.
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Bureau of Meteorology Senior Meteorologist Jonathan How
said the weekend rain was causing “signi cant ooding for
large parts of the country”.
On Tuesday, ood emergency warnings stretched from the
Queensland border through to Victoria.
“For many of these rivers, once we see the peaks upstream we
will have a better idea of what we can expect further
downstream,” Mr How said.
Severe
Severe ooding
ooding hit
hit numerous
numerous regional
regional towns
towns across
across NSW
NSW on
on
Monday,
Monday, with 100 people rescued from roofs in the central
west town of Eugowra and extensive ood damage seen in
nearby Molong.
A cold front will move to the south on Tuesday, with some snow
expected in southern parts of NSW, before a high pressure
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system from the south sees conditions clear on Wednesday.
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Forbes is bracing for its second ooding in recent weeks.
Photo: AAP

Forbes hit again
Forbes Mayor Phyllis Miller said people were shocked by
another inundation so soon.
“They can’t believe this could happen twice in such a short
period of time,” she told ABC TV on Tuesday.
“This is really heartbreaking. Our farming community and
businesses are suffering terribly.”
The Newell highway was closed, with no hope of through traf c
for some time.
“It’s terrible, really, for the economy of a small rural town,” she
said.
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‘Very serious situation’
“This is a very serious situation,” Emergency Services Minister
Steph Cooke said on Monday.
“The entire central west of NSW has been hit very hard in the
last 24 hours.
“The ground is so saturated, that all it takes is one heavy
downpour to cause the type of life-threatening ash ooding
we have experienced overnight and into today.”
“This [severe weather] event is now in its 62nd day, and every
day it throws up new challenges.”
Four people had died in the past 62 days as a result of the
severe weather, although no deaths had been reported in the
previous 24 hours, she said.
Twelve ood rescue operators were ying in from New Zealand
to support exhausted State Emergency Service crews in Parkes,
Ms Cooke said.
“The SES is now also working with authorities in Singapore and
the United States of America to secure additional support.”
It was the rst time the SES had made a request for overseas
assistance, SES Commissioner Carlene York said.
“Because of the length and the devastating effects of these
oods.”

Tasmania ﬂood warnings
Heavy rain is forecast for southern Tasmania, with several ood
warnings in place, including for areas damaged following record
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Flood alerts were issues for residents along parts of the Huon
Subscribe
River, southwest of Hobart,
on Monday afternoon, warning of
risks to property, livestock, equipment and crops.
Rivers in northern catchments are continuing to rise following
recent rain, with moderate ood warnings in place for the
Macquarie and South Esk rivers and minor warnings for the
Meander and North Esk rivers.
In mid-October roughly 100 properties, plus road and bridges,
were damaged following record-breaking rainfall in the state’s
north.
The north and northeast received 20-50 millimetres in the 24
hours to 9am on Monday.
Wind gusts of 80-90km/h are also forecast along the southeast
and east coasts on Tuesday as part of a cold front that is
expected to deliver snow as low as 700 metres.

Vic ﬂood threat
The ood emergency is far from over in Victoria, with the
weekend’s deluge putting extra pressure on saturated
waterways and catchments.
Showers and possible hail have been forecast south of the
ranges from Tuesday, while isolated thunderstorms could hit
northern Victoria before wild weather ramps up again from the
weekend.
The Murray River is expected to peak at Wakool Junction,
north of Swan Hill along the NSW border, by about midday on
Tuesday.
Flood water is steadily owing north towards Mildura and is
likely to reach the major regional centre by late next week.
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Some 85 warnings remain active and almost 450 roads are
closed.
Major to moderate ood warnings have been issued for several
waterways across the state. However, Emergency Management
Commissioner Andrew Crisp said he did not expect rivers to
rise as high as they did in in previous weeks.
On Monday, the emergency moved south to the Mornington
Peninsula as ash ooding inundated streets, isolated residents
and damaged homes across several suburbs.
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Seven homes in the suburbSubscribe
of Hastings received ooding above
oor level, forcing residents to relocate.
In the state’s west, six homes were ooded at Lethbridge near
Geelong while authorities are still working out how to move
heavy machinery onto saturated ground to x a train
derailment at Inverleigh.
The state’s Environmental Protection Authority has issued a
fresh plea for communities in northern Victoria to stay away
from ood waters after nding low levels of the bacteria E. coli
in major waterways at Swan Hill, Rochester and Echuca.
-with AAP
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